2016 SEQUOIA 4WD SR5 5.7L

Cargo Liner

Cargo Net

Block Heater

$140.00

$64.97

$240.00

The Cargo Liner provides long-lasting cargo area
protection. Uniquely designed and custom fitted to
the Sequoia cargo floor, the liner is made of tough,
easy-to-clean material that features an embossed
Sequoia logo. The skid-resistant surface helps keep
items in place while on the road.

Handy way to keep things from sliding around. The
Toyota Cargo Net has a rugged hammock-style
netting with elastic closure. The flexible, nylon
braided net secured by tie-down rings in the cargo
area prevents items from flying around while on the
road. The stretchable net secures and protects all of
your cargo. Easy to install, it can easily be removed
and stored in a compact way when not in use.

Makes a cold weather start a breeze.
Custom-designed system with 400 watts of heating
power not only warms a vehicle up quicker but also
reduces engine strain and wear. Heater saves fuel
and battery power during startups as well. The
strain relief electrical cord (available on selected
models) reduces cord damage.

Hood Deflector

Paint Protection Film

Remote Engine Starter

$218.00

$660.00

$735.00

Your hood can take a beating and still look great.
Made from thick high-grade tinted acrylic, the
deflector offers high impact resistance and reduces
the potential for road debris and insect damage.
The stylish wraparound design complements the
vehicle's appearance while providing extra side
protection.

Genuine Toyota paint protection film, made from the
highest grade 3M film and designed for the hood
and front fenders, helps guard your vehicle from
weathering, UV radiation and road debris that can
chip and scratch the finish. Constructed from
durable, nearly invisible thermoplastic urethane, the
clear-coated film helps your Toyota maintain a
like-new appearance, while allowing you to clean
and maintain your vehicle the same as before.
Backed by a 7 year limited warranty.
At participating dealers only.

When outside temperatures dip as low as -30C,
enjoy the luxury of having your vehicle ready and
waiting with a comfortable vehicle interior
temperature. The Remote Engine Starter enables
you to start your engine up to 24 meters away (80
feet), activating preset air conditioner, heater, and
defogger functions (range can be affected by the
surrounding environment), creating an ideal cabin
temperature when it’s time to head down the road.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the price may not be
the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership.

Remote Engine Starter

Skid Plate

Skid Plate

$735.00

$535.00

$535.00

Description is not available.

The aluminum skid plate is not only stylish, but
functional as it helps to protect the underbody by
guiding rocks and debris away.

Description is not available.

Trailer Ball - 2 5/16" - 14,000
lbs

Trailer Ball - 2" - 6,000 lbs

TRD Forged Aluminum Oil Cap

$32.00

$77.00

The Towing Hitch Ball is designed and tested to
meet your Sequoia's towing specification and
quality standards.

Manufactured from forged, highly polished billet
aluminum, the TRD Oil Cap features a red on black
TRD logo to customize the engine compartment
with a high-tech, race-inspired appearance. It’s
finished with a high-luster coating to maintain its
appearance for years to come.

$43.00
The Towing Hitch Ball is designed and tested to
meet your Sequoia's towing specification and
quality standards.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the price may not be
the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership.

